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Bigelow Weevtti looptuft carpet makes the background. Looptuft is a plain color
carpet with feature produced by two different height* of pile. Note: Use plain

•olor carpet if room is small—if makes the room seem larger.
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Warmth and charm are brought to this Early American dining room by a piece of
figured feature broadloom in hooked design, especially cut for the room length.
(Bigelow Weavers Beauvais No. 665.)
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Very Modern—very much like e 'movie* boudoir! But not t*pen*ive ell. A
modern Senforsten rug of very plein design was selected for this room to com-
pensate for the highly figured wall paper.
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:extures predominant
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NEW RUGS and CARPETS
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\I7 ITH the tremendous increase in
* ’ home furnishing buying occa-

sioned by an increased amount of money

available for such purchases, house-
holders are looking around to catch up on

what they have missed during the depres-
sion years when home furnishings were

neglected in so many homes. What’s new

in rugs and carpets; What are the new

colors; Are there any new weaves; What
is smartest in floorcoverings? These are

questions which everybody proposing a

refurnishing job is anxious to know.
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pOR several years manufacturers of
•*¦ draperies, upholstery, etc., had made
use of texture interest in addition to pat-

tern for luxurious and homey effects.

This trend, adapted to the floorcovering

business has gained the acceptance of

decorator and average home owner alike

through the beauty and adaptability of

texture fabrics in home furnishings.
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T? IRST to feature texture in floorcov-

erings were the Bigelow Weavers,

who have made texture the most im-
portant single trend in floor covering to-

day. In the high price lines, texture is

achieved by the use of different yarns,
by the combination of cut and uncut

pile, or by the use of two heights of
loops or pile. Bigelow Weavers have
also brought texture to the popular-

priced field through "simulated tex-

tures". Through the use of mottled yarns

and clever designing wherein straight

lines are avoided, smooth sheared fabrics
are made to produce tweedy effects which
harmonize graciously with similar ef-
fects in other home furnishing fabrics.
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HE home owner can thank the dc-
-*• pression for many improvements in

average priced floorcoverings. A few

years ago the person who had only a

moderate sum u> spend on floorcoverings
was penalized by having to buy poorly

styled rugs. However, during the depres-
sion years manufacturers realized that

people of good taste might have to

economize just as much as people satis-
fied with less subtly designed merchan-
dise and accordingly, good, tasteful st\le

was brought into the popular priced
fabrics. Today you can buy smart look-

ing rugs and carpets of good, wearable
construction, at practically any price you

wish to pay.

HERE'S A BOOK THAT WILL HELP YOU WITH YOUR HOME DECORATING

Bigelow Weavers have published a tremendously interesting book of Room Recipes

containing over fifty room schemes . . . diagrams . . . decorating hints and secrets.

This book may be secured by sending 10c to Homefurnishing Editor, Department X37,

140 Madison Avenue, New York City.

Hare's the ssms room shown elsewhere on this page, with only the rug cher.otd.
The use of e modern texture effect instead of e plein color gives the room tn

entirely different eppeerence.

This room looks luxurious, doesn’t it? Yet, the figured (texture) broedlocm rug is
• very inexpensive grade. Bigek-u Weavers Harris No. 7702. Texture designs
such as this fit in equally well with Modern or traditional furnishings.


